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ARDREY 
236 Tiger Tail Road 

West Los Angelet 49, California 

January 12, 1954 

My dear Mary Frank 

Thank you 0 much for your notes on he Alan Paton book. They're 
very much what I wanted. Out of such specific impression one can 
form--far better than out of generalities--a picture of another 
person's approach to a work. I'm in the midst, at the moment, 
of lending a helping hand to a British friend on a limping screen
play; so any specific comment of mine on your jottings must wait 
a bit. 

I'm delighted at your idea of coming out here to the coast for 
a few days. Such a meeting could be im.ensely valuable to~us. 
I think, however--for several reasons,--that I'd much prefer to 
see you come a little later than January 25th. 

For one thing, my life has not yet shaken itself down, and I am 
in no position to make a definite commitment to do the play. 
Second, there are vital elements in the form of the play which 
yet evade me (for instance, I still don't understand the wife) 
and which I should prefer to have a better grasp of before you 
come, and likewise before I commit my.elf. And third, Gadg has 
not yet read the book, and we don't know how he'll feel about it. 
I believe that before you come out here we should know where Gadg 
stands. 

(Hell hath no instrument of torture, to try the souls of men, 
like waiting for Kazan to come out of a ho!e in the ground. I 
extend my hand in profound sympathy.) 

In other words, I believe the situation is still too fluid, and 
too shot with uncertainties, for me to get the full good out of 
you, or out of myself. There is a Hind of inner emotional 
commitment that one must make truly to embrace a given work. 
I won't yet be ready. 

Do speak to Harold about this, since he is full of good sense 
and knows my ways. And thanks very muchfor the notes. I'll 
writ e again shortly. 

ordially, 

(signed) Robert Ardrey 


